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I have received a variety of emails with messages from spiritual sources about what is 
happening right now energetically on the planet. Some of it aligns with what I've been 
getting and some of it feels distorted. This is what came to me as I asked for a clearer 
perspective: 
 
"There is no membrane around the earth, no rip in any fabric surrounding us, and no 
explosion of the grid or the matrix is about to occur. The plan for human evolution does 
not strategically change by decree of hierarchical beings. There is only the changing of the 
song-waves or song-tones sung by the hearts of all those who are excited about the return 
of Memory—and this includes the highest of the high and the most humble of the 
common. Accelerations are not engineered but happen of their own accord, naturally, a 
cocreation of all beings, human and otherwise, and their concert-like mix of harmonious 
vibrations. Accelerations are the result of INFUSION, not manipulation. 
 
The earth is surrounded with an aura of consciousness, composed of the awareness of 
many beings, occupying many times and dimensions. Some are beings who have lived on 
earth, some have not and are simply interested in what is happening here. These Watchers 
and these Earth Ones create The Gathering. More high-vibration beings from other parts of 
space and the dimensions are now arriving to join The Gathering, or the Collective, around 
the planet. There has been a "clarion call," in other words, a certain frequency of 
consciousness has been reached, which translates into a recognizable tone or radiance, that 
acts as a wakeup call that says, COME—COME TO US IN VIBRATION. The arrival of 
these beings adds more high-frequency energy to the earth and all forms of life that live 
upon Her. This helps speed the shift of consciousness that you call transformation. 
 
A large number of souls may soon begin to leave the planet, through natural causes and 
natural upheavals. This exodus acts to help balance forces on and in the earth and in its 
aura. Understand that whatever is required for each soul to awaken and increase its 
frequency now, will occur. For some, the answer is in leaving the physical dimension and 
their earthly bodies which may hold suffering-programming that they feel they cannot 
overcome alone. Their bodies and linear minds may be reinforcing subconscious ideas 
about difficulty, negative emotional states, and hopelessness. They may feel they don't have 
the wherewithal to clear and transform beliefs and habits, or they may not know this is 
even possible. They may not be able to feel and accept love or help. As these souls leave, 
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their collective agreement about suffering being the true nature of the physical plane 
lessens. The physical plane then lightens and it is easier for those who remain to 
understand the reality of transformation. The souls who leave find healing and grace as they 
shed their density-laden bodies.  
 
Those who leave in the next few years will live on in an afterworld that is uniquely shielded 
from chaotic emotional storms, and which will provide them with a peaceful respite. This 
insulated space or state will be created telepathically by countless beings of good will, and 
in this resting zone the souls will learn or remember many truths about their real nature, 
and will receive assistance in clearing negativity from their emotional bodies so their 
memory of their soul vibration can return. This is unique to this time period, as it does not 
usually function this way in the afterlife.  
 
Of those who remain in physical incarnation, many will open rapidly, or increase their 
personal vibration, to shift their identity to a much more expanded experience of what the 
Self is. They may find their lives changing dramatically, new interests taking hold, and new 
abilities they never knew, or even sought, becoming evident. They will see in the immediate 
future that many old structures that previously provided security will fail, while new 
innovative methods, systems, and technologies burst forth that seem wildly futuristic but at 
the same time will be understood as practical and viable. 
 
In the next few years, and escalating rapidly, a choice will become imperative: be who you 
want to be or believe you can't be who you want to be. In other words, be a creator, or 
give your power away to other people or random forces in the world. Live from your soul 
or from your subconscious fears. What will it be? For some, this choice is now. If this is you, 
you will definitely know it. Those who choose to validate the reality of their subconscious 
fears will soon exhaust themselves and will then finally choose soul, or they will decide to 
leave the physical world and be part of a second or third or fourth wave of people passing 
into the nonphysical dimensions. 
 
Those who remain in form will become clearer and clearer, and transformation will 
accelerate. They will embody the soul and its high-frequency awareness. Those in spirit, 
who left the physical realm, will find clarity, too, and will assist those still in the body. Great 
assistance is at hand, for all. You are about to witness magic and miracles side by side with 
loss and suffering. One reality is real, the other is not. Suffering and self-sacrifice do not 
work, and the constant work is to move beyond fear.  
 
So listen carefully for those who frame their messages in a dramatic or fear-tinged way, or 
where powerful authorities are invoked as causal, where you are left with subtle or not-so-
subtle levels of upset, as though you yourself are not the wise source of your own reality. 
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Spirit never works this way. Always, true and instantaneous growth flows from 
compassionate understanding and the feeling of being understood and accepted completely 
by higher beings. Higher beings never demean you or cause you to doubt yourself. 
 
Where a message comes with tinges of power or fear, the one who brings the message still 
has residues of a need for recognition, residues of ego. And where there is ego, there is 
distortion. If a message causes you to contract, rather than open your heart and relax into a 
soft exhale, there is an inherent block to your experience of the true nature of spirit. Once 
your heart is open, you will see immediately what you want to do, and it will be in 
alignment with what can be done to further timely evolution for you and others. There will 
be no false pressures. All in right timing, all in the now. 
 
There will be global dramas forthcoming, in rapid succession. There will be famine, there 
will be migrations that leave ghost towns behind. Stay centered and don't be drawn 
offsides into pity, guilt, rage, righteous indignation, or the reduction of your soul-
expression—just because others can't feel themselves or are suffering. Don't match the 
walking wounded. It is only from a place of fullness, sweetness, and generosity that you can 
receive accurate motives about what your own right action is to be.  
 
You will become more aware of various collective consciousnesses, and groups embody 
conditions of their environments which form deep beliefs and world views. Watch neutrally 
the news about various groups to discern their limitations and freedoms. Be aware of the 
magnetic affect of social networks, and your desire to belong. Make sure you are belonging 
to a group of your own frequency.  
 
Let us look at the oil spill in the Gulf of Mexico which now plagues its locale, wildlife, and 
people. Viewing this in light of the earth's vastness and complexity, it is like an abscess 
bursting. A small thing. Yet spiritually it has a magnified impact, for it symbolizes a bleeding 
that cannot be staunched. The spewing of oil created in prehistoric times, in deep water, is 
symbolic of awareness of ancient knowledge being released from the Akashic Records, or 
memory banks of the planet. In some ways this is good because collectively you will soon 
become more aware of the earth's hidden history.  
 
But this bleeding is also about becoming conscious of what has been wasted, and of the 
release of subconscious planetary emotional memory into the collective emotional body of 
humanity. You are soon to deal with the surfacing memories of putrid matters: the impact 
of the rape of women, children, and the sacred throughout time; the devaluation and 
suppression of historic miss-the-mark lessons by egotistic power-hungry men; the 
manipulation of innocents and natural resources, offered for the good of all but perverted 
for the benefit of the few. 
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What is coming? What is here today? If you're reading this it can be nothing short of your 
Day of Reckoning. This is not so much in the authoritarian religious sense but more a day 
of understanding where you have gone wrong, or a moment for taking responsibility 
without feeling blame or shame. Today offers a moment of deep realization, a moment that 
might radiate forward and back through lifetimes, that might shed clear light through all 
your mistakes of perception, so you can forgive yourself and others." 
 
With love, 

 
 


